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Abstract. The product information plays an important role in the improvement of the manufacturing,
allowing the tracking of the part through the full life cycle. Laser marking is one of the most versatile
techniques for this purpose. In this paper, a modification of the powder bed selective laser melting for
additive laser marking of stainless steel parts is presented. This modification is based on the use of
only one transition metal oxide chemically bonded to the stainless steel substrate, without using any
additional materials and cleaning substances. The resulting additive coatings, produced from initial
MoO3 and WO3 powders, show strong adhesion, high hardness, long durability and a high optical
contrast. For estimation of the chemical and structural properties, the Raman and X-Ray Diffraction
(XRD) spectroscopy have been implemented. A computer model of the process of the laser melting and
re-solidification has been developed as well. A comparative analysis of the properties of both (MoO3
and WO3 ) additive coatings has been performed. An attempt for a qualitative explanation of the
thermo-chemical phenomena during the marking process has been undertaken.
Keywords: additive laser marking; transition metal oxides; X-Ray diffraction; Raman scattering;
finite element modeling.

1. Introduction
Nowadays, the product information becomes more and
more important due to the globalization of the world
industry. A device can be designed in one country,
produced in second one and assembled in a third one.
This kind of production requires a consistent system
for identification and classification of the products.
The correct marking plays a key role for identification of details. The requirements for marked details
have been standardized [1, 2] and accepted by a number of industries. According to the standard [1], the
inscription must not change its mechanical and optical properties during the whole product lifecycle.
From technological point of view, the marking coating is expected to have a high optical contrast in a
broad spectral range as well as a good adhesion to the
substrate and a high durability.
One of the most versatile techniques is the laser
marking. However, an inscription of metal parts, especially of stainless steel, with standard material subtractive methods like laser ablation is a challenge for
the laser marking due to the low contrast, change of
the substrate properties during the laser treatment
and emerging of habitats of micro-flora and fauna,
which makes it unacceptable for marking of medical
instruments. The overcoming of most of the mentioned disadvantages can be achieved by an additive
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marking process. TherMark, Irvine, CA, USA invented and patented method, named by the authors
“laser bonding” [3].
In this work, a modification of the laser bonding (in
terms of TherMark), which needs solely one transition
metal oxide for preparation of an additive dark colored
coating, well chemically bonded to the stainless steel
substrate, without any additional materials and cleaning substances, is suggested. This modification can
be considered as an additive manufacturing process
similar to the “Powder Bed Selective Laser Melting”
in terms of ISO/ASTM 52900 [4]. Hereinafter it will
be named “Additive Laser Marking”, abbreviated as
ALM.

2. Materials and methods
2.1. Materials
A plate of the grade 304 stainless steel has been chosen
as a substrate. Two transition metal oxides have
been implemented as chemical substances for the laser
marking: 99.9 % MoO3 and WO3 powders. The oxides
have been diluted in alcohol for pre-coating by using
a spray gun.

2.2. Experimental equipment
The equipment for the production of a marking coating
is based on an industrial laser engraver
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Figure 1. Microphotograph of scratch trace at final stage of 100 N.

Coating material
WO3
MoO3

Critical load

Hardness

15 N
> 100 N

550 NV
251 NV

Table 1. Critical load and hardness of the coatings.

JQ6090 with a sealed CO2 laser tube with a maximal output power of 80 W. The power used during
the experiments has been chosen to typically be 50 W.
The laser beam has been directed by the build-in XY
fly optics moving system (with a high scanning velocity of up to 30 m/min, typically 10–15 m/min) to
the 50 mm focusing ZnSe lens. The lens forms a focal
spot of approximately 200 µm on the sample [5–7].

2.3. Properties measurement and
microstructure characterization
Two types of samples have been prepared — a “dot”
sample with a fixed laser beam and a “scanned-laserbeam” sample, where the laser beam scans line-by-line
a rectangular area of 10 × 10 mm. The hatching spacing was chosen to be 0.05 mm. Raman spectroscopy
(IAM-AWP, KIT, Karlsruhe, Germany, excitation by
an Ar+ laser λ = 514.5 nm) has been applied for the
chemical characterization of the obtained coating for
both types of samples. An X-ray diffractometer Seifert
3050 (located in IAM-AWP, KIT, Germany) has been
used for analyzing of ALM MoO3 and WO3 “scannedlaser-beam” coating samples. The adhesion and hardness of the coatings have been characterized through
the scratch tester CSEM Revetest (IAM-AWP, KIT,
Karlsruhe, Germany).
The optical measurements have been performed at
Bulgarian Academy of Sciences — Institute of Solid
State Physics using a Perkin-Elmer Lambda 1050
UV/VIS/IR spectrophotometer.

3. Results
All measurements have been performed “ex-situ”, i.e.
after deposition or after the additive coating. The
identification of the chemical compounds from the
Raman and XRD spectra has been achieved by a comparison with spectra data bases and cited references.

3.1. Mechanical and optical properties
of the CO2 scanned-beam-laser
sample
3.1.1. Adhesion and hardness
of CO2 scanned-beam-laser sample
Samples of ALM MoO3 and WO3 on stainless steel,
prepared under different technological conditions, have
been examined. The scratch test has been performed
with a linear increasing load (load rate 100 N/min,
feed rate 5.7 mm/min, total experiment time 1 min).
The averaged results for hardness are presented in
Table 1. Both types of scanned-beam-laser samples
show very high hardness against penetration. The
scratch test of MoO3 reveals a larger critical load than
the WO3 one. Even at a load of 100 N, no failure of the
MoO3 scanned-beam-laser sample has been observed,
while WO3 fails at 15 N only. Figure 1 represents the
scratch test results for the MoO3 coating in the load
range around 100 N. From the photograph, it can be
seen that a residue of the MoO3 coating is still visible
in the substrate at the final stage of the scratch test.
3.1.2. Optical contrast
of MoO3 and WO3 coatings
Figure 2 presents the optical contrast between the
coating and substrate, which is an important characteristic for the barcode and 2D code reading as
required by the standard [8]. Accordingly, the contrast has been calculated as the ratio of the difference
between the reflection coefficients of the coating and
substrate to the reflection coefficient of the substrate.
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Figure 2. Spectral contrast distribution.

As it can be seen, both coatings have a high and relatively constant contrast in the whole visible region,
where the most of the barcode readers operate. The
WO3 coating shows a higher contrast (between 0.97
and 0.98) and a more uniform spectral distribution
in comparison with the MoO3 coating (with a larger
contrast dispersion between 0.93 and 0.96).

3.2. “Dot” samples
3.2.1. Morphology of a “dot” sample —
molybdenum trioxide
The most typical pattern is presented in Figure 3, it
was obtained at CO2 laser irradiation times between
10 and 100 ms, being relevant to the technology processes of laser marking. Under the laser radiation,
the MoO3 powder undergoes melting and subsequent
re-solidification processes. Fringe-like zones can be
observed in the SEM image, denoted as A, B, C and
D. The dimensions of “dots” depend strongly on the
CO2 laser irradiation time. In our experiments, the
“dots” diameters vary from 200 to 400 µm, according
to laser pulses between 1 and 1000 ms.
3.2.2. Micro-Raman spectroscopy
of molybdenum trioxide
Figure 4 presents a qualitative presentation of the
chemical change in the coating in two experiments
with long irradiation times of 100 and 1000 ms, correspondingly. In the spectra in both figures, Raman
peaks of different molybdenum oxides (MoO3 at 995,
819, 665, 283, 158 cm−1 and Mo4 O11 at 380, 337 and
229 cm−1 ) [9, 10] can be observed in zone D. Besides
molybdenum oxides in higher intermediate stoichiometric phases, additional peaks have been observed,
which were assigned to a new chemical compound —
Fe2 (MoO4 )3 (peaks at 969, 930, 787, 693 cm−1 ) — in
254

Figure 3. SEM image of a MoO3 ”dot”.

zones C and D at both irradiation times [11]. Typically, the full width at a half maximum (FWHM) of
all peaks decreases from the zone A to zone D. In the
center (zone A), no noticeable Raman peaks can be
observed. The increase of the irradiation time leads
to a broadening of all peaks in all zones (Figure 4,
1000 ms).
3.2.3. Morphology of a tungsten trioxide
“dot” sample
Figure 5 presents a typical image of a WO3 “dot” sample acquired by the microscope of the micro-Raman
spectrometer. The irradiation times of the CO2 pulses
vary between 50 and 500 ms, relevant to the additive
marking technology. The morphology of a WO3 “dot”
is similar to the morphology of a MoO3 “dot” and
fringe-like zones can be observed, denoted in the manner of previous case with A, B, C and D.
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3.2.4. Micro-Raman spectroscopy
of a tungsten trioxide “dot” sample
In the spectra acquired under irradiation times of 100
and 500 ms, peaks of the following substances have
been identified (Figure 6): WO3 (238, 270, 326, 638,
672, 807, 955 cm−1 , [12], iron oxides FeO (303 cm−1 ),
Fe2 O3 (535, 635 cm−1 ) [13], Fe3 O4 (713 cm−1 ) [14, 15]
and FeWO4 (680, 876, 881 cm−1 ) [15]. A broadening
of the peaks with an increase of the irradiation time
has been also noted. In the center of all “dots”, no
remarkable Raman peaks can be detected. With the
distance from the center to the periphery, the FWHM
decreases so that in the remote zone D, the peaks are
the narrowest.

3.3. “Scanned-laser-beam” samples
3.3.1. XRD spectroscopy
Molybdenum trioxide. Figure 7 shows a typical
XRD spectrum of a coating obtained by scanned CO2
laser beam. The following peaks have been identified: (i) molybdenum oxides — MoO3 and MoO2 [16];
(ii) stable stioichiometric phases of higher intermediate molybdenum oxides — Mo4 O11 , Mo8 O23 [16];
(iii) a new iron containing chemical compound —
Fe2 (MoO4 )3 [16]. Characteristic peaks of stainless
steel substrate (iv) have also been observed.
Tungsten trioxide. The typical XRD pattern of a
scanned-beam CO2 laser sample, obtained from initial
WO3 , , shown in Figure 8, reveals similar behavior
to this of MoO3 . Peaks of WO3 , iron oxides (FeO,
Fe2 O3 , Fe3 O4 ) [16], higher intermediate tungsten oxides (W4 O11 , W18 O49 ) [16] and stainless steel have
been identified.
3.3.2. Micro-Raman spectroscopy
Additionally to the XRD, a Micro-Raman spectroscopy of the scanned-beam CO2 laser sample bas
been performed.
Molybdenum trioxide. Results of the MicroRaman spectroscopy of molybdenum samples are
presented in Figure 9. In the spectra, nearly all
typical peaks, identified in the case of “dot” samples, have also been observed, they were assigned to
MoO3 and Mo4 O11 . Unlike to the “dot” sample, a
peak at 354 cm−1 , assigned to MoO2 , has been identified. Weak peaks from iron containing compounds
have been also identified: (i) Fe2 O3 (120, 235 cm−1 ),
(ii) Fe3 O4 (315 cm−1 ) and (iii) Fe2 (MoO4 )3 (430,
942 cm−1 ). All peaks are broadened like the peaks in
the zone A and B in the case of “dot” samples.
Tungsten trioxide. Figure 10 presents the spectra
of coatings, obtained from the initial WO3 powder
with a scanned CO2 laser beam. Peaks assigned to
WO3 at 330, 695 and 945 cm−1 have been identified.
Iron oxide, as in the case of the coating from MoO3
powder, has also been observed: Fe2 O3 (224, 406,

679 cm−1 ). A peak at 878 cm−1 has been detected
and assigned to FeWO4 .

4. Modeling Approach
The following model for the explanation of the fringelike structure of the MoO3 dots has been created. The
governing equations describing the melt flow and heat
transfer are as follows [17–21]:
• continuity equation

∂(ρu) ∂(ρv)
+
= 0;
∂x
∂y

(1)

• momentum equation in x direction

∂u
1 ∂p
+ u∇u =
+ µδu;
∂t
p ∂x

(2)

• momentum equation in y direction

1 ∂p
∂v
+ v∇v =
+ µδu + gβ(T − TM );
∂t
p ∂y

(3)

• energy equation

∂T
∂T
∂T
+u
+v
= k ∆T ;
∂t
∂x
∂y

(4)

The PDE system has been solved under the following
boundary conditions at the surface:
• velocity condition

v = 0;

(5)

• laser power space distribution

q = I(t)e−(

x−x0 2
)
f

.

(6)

In the equations, u and v are the x and y components
of the velocity field correspondingly, and t, x, y are the
time and space coordinates in the two-dimensional
(2-D) model. Here, T is the temperature, p is the
pressure, ρ is the density of the material, µ is the
viscosity, k is the thermal diffusion coefficient, g is the
gravity acceleration, and TM is the melting temperature. The parameter f in (6) denotes the focal spot
radius (f = 0.1 mm in the experimental setup) and
I(t) is the power density in the center of the beam
(W/cm2 ).
In order to account for the movement of the
liquid-air interface, the Arbitrary Lagrangian-Eulerian
(ALE) grid method [22] has been employed. The latent heats, natural convection (buoyancy force) and
temperature dependence of the density in the mushy
region have also been taken into account [23]. The
developed model is in concordance with the convective model [24], describing the characteristic surface
rippling of laser re-melted surfaces.
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Figure 4. Raman spectra of two MoO3 “dot” samples at different CO2 irradiation times.

Figure 5. Optical image of a WO3 “dot” sample.

Figure 6. Raman spectra of two WO3 “dot” samples with different CO2 irradiation times.
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Figure 7. MoO3 : XDR spectrum of scanned-beam cw CO2 laser sample.

Figure 8. WO3 : XRD spectrum of scanned-beam cw CO2 laser sample.
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Figure 9. MoO3 : Raman spectrum of scanned-beam cw CO2 laser sample.

Figure 10. WO3 : Raman spectrum of scanned-beam cw CO2 laser sample.
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Figure 11. Time evolution of liquid-air surface.

for MoO3 and WO3 , respectively). The computer
FEM model confirms the deformation of the liquid-air
surface (see Figure 11). The time evolution of this
deformation reveals a behaviour of a hydro-dynamical
wave, propagating from the centre to the periphery
of the “dot” and back, thus modeling the solidification process, as shown in Figure 11. This surface
hydro-dynamical wave could explain the experimentally observed different circular fringes on the surface
of the “dot” as a result of the solidification of the melt.
In the case of a scanned-beam samples, the surface is
rough with bubble-like structures (Figure 12). The
roughness leads to a stronger light scattering, which
is a desired effect for a better optical recognition of
the laser marked bar/2D code, even if the barcode
reader beam is not normal to the code surface.

Figure 12. SEM image of “scanned-beam” MoO3
sample.

5. Discussion
5.1. Morphology
As a result of the convective flows and surface-tension
gradient, the air-melt surface is rippled, building the
experimentally observed characteristic fringes after the
re-solidification of the melt (in Figure 3 and Figure 5

5.2. Analysis of structural
and chemical changes
5.2.1. “Dot” samples
The computational model shows a different cooling
rate in different zones of the “dot” due to the Gaussian
distribution of the power across the laser beam. In
the center (zone A), the cooling rate was evaluated
to be approx. 106 K/s with irradiation times lower
than 100 ms. In the remote zone D, the cooling rate
has been evaluated to be at least one order lower. In
the zone A, the cooling rate is high enough (see Figure 13, calculated cooling rate 2.58 × 106 K/s) and no
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Figure 13. Temperature evolution in different zones of the “dot”.

nucleation of the crystalline phase occurs; accordingly,
the re-solidified material is mostly amorphous [25–27].
(see the broad Raman bands without sharp peaks in
this zone, Figure 4 and Figure 6). At low cooling
rates (remote zones C and D, see Figure 13, calculated cooling rate 3.7 × 105 K/s), the system mostly
re-crystallizes (see narrow Raman peaks in zone D),
thus technologically, the re-solidified material reproduces the initial powder material either MoO3 or WO3 .
New chemical substances occur when laser pulse is
above 100 ms. Except the initial MoO3 or WO3 materials, new stoichiometric stable intermediate oxides of
transition metals have been found as well as iron containing compounds — iron (III)- and (IV)-oxides and
Fe2 (MoO4 )3 or FeWO4 , all listed in Section 3. The
presence of these new compounds, in our opinion, can
be understood with the help of an explanation of the
so called “high temperature corrosion”. The melted
high oxidation grade transition metal oxides like MoO3
and WO3 act as fluxes and acids. In this way, they
clean and fill-in the pores of the substrates [28–30].
According to [31], free oxygen is released, which reacts
with the iron from the substrate, building iron oxides.
These iron oxides interact with the melted MoO3 and
as a result, Fe2 (MoO4 )3 occurs in the case of initial
MoO3 . Similar mechanism also applies also WO3 , but
it needs higher temperatures than the MoO3 . The
new iron containing compound of Mo or W bounds
chemically to the substrate and, in this way, it serves
as an interface between the substrate and overlays.
The presence of a chemically bounded interface as well
as the amorphous character of the coating can explain
the strong adhesion and the absence of a critical load
in the case of initial MoO3 . The coating obtained
260

from initial WO3 shows a weaker adhesion to the
substrate, namely due to thenot fully built interface,
which requires higher temperatures in comparison
with MoO3 . For that reason, WO3 is considered by
us as a not so perspective material for an industrial
ALM, taking into account the undesired overheating
and deformation of the substrates.
5.2.2. Scanned-beam CO2 laser sample
The industrial application of the presented modification of the ALM requires scanning following an
assigned topology. During the scanning, the material,
in a certain point of the topology, is several times
exposed to the laser radiation, because the coating
area is consecutively swept by the laser beam at typical feed rates of 10–15 m/min and a hatching space
of typically 0.05 mm. The laser beam spot crosses
every point many times, thus manifold melting and resolidification of the coating is observed. This way, the
amorphization of the coatings, seen in the broadened
Raman peaks in Figures 9 and 10, can be explained.
The same chemical compounds are observed in the
case of a “dot” sample with a large laser exposition
time. The results from the Micro-Raman spectroscopy
for both MoO3 and WO3 are confirmed by the XRD
spectroscopy (see Figures 7 and 8). However, in the
case of WO3 in the XRD spectrum, no iron-tungsten
compounds have been identified, although FeWO4
have been found in the Micro-Raman spectra (see
Figure 10). It can be reasonably assumed that the
interface substrate – coating, has not been fully built,
thus explaining the weaker adhesion and observed
failures at relatively low loads in the scratch tests.
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6. Conclusions

[10] M. Dieterle, G. Mestl, Raman spectroscopy of
molybdenum oxides: Resonance Raman spectroscopic
characterization of the molybdenum oxides Mo4 O11 and
MoO2 , PCCP 4 (2002) 822–826, doi:10.1039/B107046K

A modification of the ALM method, which needs only
one transition metal oxide for a preparation of a high
contrast coating over a stainless steel substrate, well
chemically bonded to the metal, without any additional materials and cleaning substances, has been
developed and presented. These properties of the
process and the additive coatings make the method
well suitable for industrial applications in the laser
marking branch as well as for miscellaneous design
and art purposes. The coatings show strong adhesion, high hardness, long durability and a high optical
contrast. The Raman and XRD spectroscopy have
been implemented for the chemical and structural
analysis of samples, which was obtained under different technological conditions. A computer model of
the process of the laser melting and solidification of
a “dot” sample has been developed. Based on the
data obtained by the Micro-Raman and XRD spectroscopy and the computer model, a heuristic attempt
for an explanation of the process of the ALM has been
presented.
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